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OUR THEMES FOR THIS MONTH ARE “SADBHAVNA”

AND "SAHYOG" WHICH MEAN “GOODWILL” AND

"COOPERATION".  WE PRESENT TO YOU THE

NOVEMBER EDITION OF “INSAANIYAT”, MONTHLY

NEWSLETTER OF “PRANAY”, THE INSTITUTE SOCIAL

RESPONSIBILITY CLUB.

"Caring about the happiness of others, we
find our own"  - Plato 



SADBHAVNA - POST DIWALI
CELEBRATION AT SHIRDI SAI

BABA CENTRE FOR BLIND
WOMEN



I remember seeing this quote on twitter long ago, “Our

attitude towards life determines life’s attitude towards us”.

Little did I understand the meaning back then, until the

recent visit planned by the Pranay Team to Shirdi Sai Baba

Home for Blind Women and Abhalmaya Old Age Home

that changed my perspective of life to a completely

different level. On 12th November 2016, we visited Shirdi

Sai Baba Home for Blind Women. The Home for Blind

Women currently accommodates 52 Blind women. We met

women who were survivors of acid attacks, had lost vision

due to diseases or accidents. We were humbled by their

courage and strength. Many of them were involved in social

work like teaching at schools for blind children. They were

also actively involved in making artifacts and handicrafts

like bags, wall hangings, candles etc.  With the generous

contribution by the students of SIMS, our team was able to

bring smile on their faces by gifting them sarees.

         

Insha Shaikh (Executive Coordinator – Pranay)



SAHYOG - POST DIWALI
CELEBRATION AT ABHALMAYA
OLD AGE AND NURSING CARE

HOME



On 13th November 2016, we visited the Abhalmaya Old Age

Home. They warmly welcomed us and were happy to meet us.

There were 70 residents in total. They became nostalgic while

sharing the stories of their lives. From the contributions

collected from the SIMS students, we gifted them a pressure

cooker and Idli stand which they required. Interacting with

them as they shared their treasure of knowledge and

experiences was indeed an enriching event for all of us. Both

the visits have filled me with compassion and have changed

my perspective towards life. We tend to take a lot of stress for

small issues and crib about them. God has blessed us

abundantly and we must face all our problems head on and

resolve our issues. It reminds me of a quote, “If we love life

with all our heart, it would love us back”. Happiness is just a

state of mind, we must strive to find joy, embrace changes

wholeheartedly and stand by our friends and family. Both the

visits have left an imprint on my heart and mind; I will always

remember this experience and would love to visit them again.

         Insha Shaikh (Executive Coordinator – Pranay)



Pranay club of SIMS had organised a visit to an old age home

on 13th nov 2016. On reaching there we all assembled

together after which we were joined by the residents of the old

age home, the old people themselves. The sight of seeing

them, walking alone without any moral support, some of them

weak and sick made us extremely emotional. We interacted

with them and asked them about their life at that place, and

how they spent their normal routine day. Even they interacted

pretty much with us and were really happy on seeing us all.

The club had donated few items to them which was really a

commendable move. I definitely wish to go there again and

visit them as meeting new people is what they want too. For

them interacting with an outsider is really a great deal as it

makes them forget all their difficulties and creates a sense of

positivism for them.

Overall, to sum up it was really a trip that would be cherished

for a very long time.

        Vaishali Dasari (Volunteer - MBA 2016 - 2018)



a perfect afterlife for
your used shoes

HOW TO ARRANGE 

www.g r eenso l e . i n



One act of kindness can change a person's destiny!

Did you know that 3 billion people cannot even afford a

single pair of footwear?

Did you know that worldwide 30 crore sports shoes are

thrown away because they are not fit to be used anymore?

Shriyans and Ramesh, two young athletes who discarded

their sports shoes in every three to four months beacuse they

used to get torn from inside even though the sole used to

intact. After doing a bit of research they found a perfect way

to reuse their old sports shoes. eureka! They refurbished their

old shoes into trendy slippers. And thus Greensole was born.

Their novel concept has given them a positive feedback.

From a humble start to donating a few hundreds of slippers in

Mumbai and villages around it, they now have a full fledged

plant and two Industrial Patents to their credit. Their

recycling process is such that it helps reduce carbon

footprints too. 



Their mission is to ensure that no under-served is barefoot in

the world by 2023. They donate these shoes to NGOs and

schools. Apart from manufacturing footwear they also conduct

awareness campaigns wherever they donate footwear. Shriyans

and ramesh are doing their bit for the environment through

Greensole. You too can contribute to the same by either

purchasing footwear from them or donating your used shoes. 

#donateawalk

For more info, visit: http://www.greensole.in/

       

Lakshmi Rajan (Executive Coordinator – Pranay) 



Coming up in the next
edition:

Vidyottama
and

Christmas Caroll

Empowerment through
Education……

facebook.com/Pranayat

SIMS/ 

twitter.com/PranayatSIMS


